Let's start with an update on charge. Solar numbers continue to climb and the mainstream continues to underreport sunspots by at least 50%. Flux went over 100 again last week, so if you felt better then that may be why. However, after peaking flux keeps dropping back down into the 80s. We need it to get above 100 and stay there to really say that minimum is behind us.

[Added November 16: If you have felt worse in the past few days, especially last night, it may be due to two large coronal holes moving across the face of the Sun right now. Flux also dipped down into the 70s again, giving us very low levels of charge here on Earth. If you want to know why, I can tell you: Venus, Mercury, and Mars are all lined up with the Sun and Galactic Core, driving charge along that line. But the Earth is not in that line, missing it. That is why flux is low here. As for the coronal holes, they are caused by a combination of factors, but one of them is that Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune are at a right angle now, causing a magnetic weakness in the feedback loop from the big planets. We are waiting for Jupiter to catch up to Neptune and align to the Sun, since that conjunction will give us our next big surge. But that won't happen until May of 2022. After that things will get better and better, as Jupiter starts to align to the Core and Saturn starts to align to Neptune. We will have several years of high charge, so start dusting off your lava lamps, black light posters, and disco shoes now.]
But seriously, mainstream sources are now being forced to admit my prediction for Cycle 25 is much better than the official one. See this Youtube video from August admitting sunspot numbers are running more than double mainstream predictions. They had predicted 15.5 for July while the actual number was 34.4. My prediction was 50, and I have shown they are undercounting on purpose. They have since offered a “better fit” for maximum of Cycle 25, increasing their prediction from 115 to 130, but I can tell them that is still way too low. I have predicted they will see a monthly spike in December 2026 of about 240. They will see an early spike of 190 in January of 2023.

In a recent paper I tested some charge products and bought some others. Here is my latest report on that. The wool pillow I got from Bulgaria (homeofwool.com) is fantastic. Very large and although soft doesn't collapse upon use. Expensive but I highly recommend. Shipping is included in the price, and it takes more than a month, so be advised.

I told you I tried the grounding sheet and it didn't work. So I also tried the method used in the book Earthing, with metal tape on the mattress connected to a grounding rod out the window. That also didn't work. My feeling was that it actually made things worse, by channeling charge right out the window. But that may be due to my specific circumstances or ailments. So I really don't know what to tell you except that. I can only report my own results.

Now for some current events. Italy recently re-counted its Covid deaths, dropping the number from 130,000 to 3,900. Admitting the previous number was vastly inflated. Which is to admit this was just another flu season, and not a pandemic. That means that real numbers were just 3% of reported numbers, or that reported numbers were faked by 33 times. The US is now reporting 775,000 deaths with Covid, and the same correction here would bring that down to 23,000: again, just another normal two-year flu total.

In similar news, I can report that I have now lived in California for six months and I have never once
worn a mask. I don't even own one. So I consider myself better off than millionaires like Gavin Newson, who is almost always seen having to wear one.

That's what happens when you sell out to the Phoenician Navy, Gavin. You have to live by their rules, or pretend to much of time which is the same thing. Although I have almost no money in the bank, I wouldn't trade places with you, pal. I have my freedom. I also don't have to have my arms stuck with needles for the camera. We all saw him flexing for the camera after his last booster, but I could only laugh: he looked like he had just been buggered to me, which he pretty much had.

Brian Laundrie, or BrainWash, was allegedly found eaten by alligators or something in a swamp. Only part of his skull was found and they supposedly identified him by dental records. If you believe that, good luck to you in future. You need to wear a t-shirt that says I'm a Chump. Both those families are obvious CIA actors, as I proved in my paper on them.

Same for Kyle Rittenhouse and his accomplices. They decided to draw that one out as well, manufacturing a fake trial and having everyone lie on the stand, committing mass perjury. Except that perjury is limited to real trials. In fake trials it doesn't apply. It is just part of the fiction. See my previous comments on Rittenhouse in my paper on the Presidential election, p. 23. We have more indication of that from the video of George Floyd's relative or friend inciting jury intimidation. Why has he not been arrested? Also remember what I have told you a hundred times: if it is televised, it is fake. Only CIA trials are televised. Which is probably why this one makes no sense. All the witnesses for the prosecution, including star witness Gaige Grosskreutz, are scoring the points for defense. So the trial is an obvious set-up. No real trial proceeds like this. Also worth knowing is that Grosskreutz was carrying his gun concealed without a permit but has never been charged. His phone was seized but not checked by police—as if he was a protected asset. This was admitted in court. They also admitted they did not record their conversation with him. He is a member of The People's Revolution, which we may assume is a CIA front. He has also testified he was an observer for the ACLU, ditto. They sell him as a loser and a ne'er-do-well, but he is actually a trained paramedic. Do you see what that means: he would be very capable of faking that bicep wound you have seen. First he faked it, then they retouched the photos in photoshop, double faking it. The famous picture looks very fake. Also a clue is that the Daily Caller just happened to have their man Richard McGinnis on the scene, just inches away and reporting live when everything happened. He even testified in the fake trial, telling us the Daily Caller is another CIA front and McGinnis another agent. Not surprising, since there are millions of them working domestically now, with nothing better to do than fake events like this every fucking week. Tucker Carlson even admitted on air tonight that the Rittenhouse story was “concocted by the industrial media lie machine purely for political effect.” Tucker continues to sell the event as real after that, missing the easiest translation of his own report: it wasn't just the spin that was concocted, it was
the entire event. Like 1/6, it was staged.

[Update next day: Rittenhouse took the stand in his own defense, something that is almost never done in real trials for murder, since it is strongly counter-indicated by all legal custom and logic. But since this was a fake trial, that was all out the window. I guess it was worth it, because we now have a new winner in the category of worst fake-crying by an actor in a leading role in a fake event. I don't normally agree with Lebron James, but he hit this one on the lemonhead. Rittenhouse blows Robbie Parker of Sandy Hook out of the water, as well as the Jackson family, the Floyd family, the gymnasts, Obama, Pelosi, and hundreds of other terrible actors of all colors and sexes. Can he ever be surpassed? We will just have to see. It doesn't seem likely, but none of this was ever likely.

Another strange thing happened today, and it also confirms my reading. Due to outrageous misconduct by the lead prosecutor, defense has now asked the judge to dismiss the case without the possibility of retrial before the jury can rule, something I have never even heard of. Once a case has started, the judge can call a mistrial for any number of reasons, but dismissing the case after it is almost over and precluding a retrial doesn't even sound legal to me. I don't believe a judge has that power. In any case, it would be a convenient end for a fake trial, wouldn't it? The whole case would sort of dissolve into mist, its memory only a thing in the media.

Tucker Carlson wasted a full 2/3rds of his show on this, only to segue to a piece on Russian military massing on the border of Ukraine. We find that Republicans in Congress immediately demanded Biden send troops there in response. Tucker isn't buying it, but that isn't the point. The point is it is another manufactured story like the Rittenhouse story, pegged together to keep us off more important things. Such as? Such as the new vaccine being coerced on our children, which will kill many of them. Such as the power of Big Pharma and especially Pfizer, which has basically bought out our government and most of its regulatory agencies. Don't you think that is a bit more important than some fake gun battle on the streets of Kenosha, where two CIA agents were fake-killed, or some semi-weekly massing of troops by Russia, which is always massing troops somewhere for the convenience of our media and Congress?]

[Update November 15, 2021: We just saw the closing argument of lead prosecutor Binger, who has obviously been told by the director to act as insane as possible. In a real trial, he would have already been dismissed for cause long ago and brought up for charges by the judge, but here he has been told to accelerate the craziness, in hopes of bigger ratings. He brought a real AR15 into the courtroom and aimed it at the jury with the bolt closed and his finger on the trigger. We are told he had an expert check to be sure it wasn't loaded. What expert? The same expert that said the same thing to Alec Baldwin a few weeks ago?

They are just testing your stupidity with all this, as usual. They are wondering how idiotic they would have to make this trial before the audience would see through it as a fake. They know that would be almost impossible to do, since people have almost infinite wells of stupidity they can draw on. We saw that with films of the incident recently released. See the Hernandez video used during the trial, where we see this all happening at a gas station, right by the pumps. Many people besides Rittenhouse were heavily armed in public, we are supposed to believe, screaming at eachother and trying to start a fight, while standing right next to fuel pumps. Has no one else commented on how ridiculous this is? If one stray bullet hits a fuel pump, the whole area would go up in ball of fire. So obviously those guns are all toys, this whole scene is staged, and they staged it there on purpose: to test you. Would you notice? Nobody but me did.
Added November 16: Here's something no one else is telling you: Judge Bruce Schroeder is probably related to Kyle Rittenhouse. That would be par for the course, since it is what we have always found in these faked events: everyone is a cousin. I simply looked up Schroeder at Instantcheckmate, where we find he is related to Vitkus, McKnight, Larsen, Bauer, Cenni, Ambrose, Grant, and Wasilevich. The Vitkuses link us to Henderson, NV, a red flag we have seen before, since there are secret military bases there. They also link us to Croton on Hudson, NY.

Now let's do Rittenhouse. He is related to Morgan, Dean, McCormick, Wendtland, Stilley, Lewis, Saladino, Holte, Garey, Pennock, Larsen, Polmanter, Woods, Boldon, Ashby, Bower, and Haskey. We find that one of Kyle's relatives is Lt. Col. Joshua Rittenhouse of Wright Patterson AFB, who for some reason managed to get photographed at a lot of events over the years even while of low rank. But it is the McCormick that really stands out, since they of course ran the Chicago Tribune for decades. They were related to the Rockefellers, Rhodes, and Bowens. It is hard to do this genealogy work using people searches, but we do usually find some interesting things. Like this: Kyle's mother Wendy has a woman named Kristina Smiley on her list. She has a lot of other last names as well: Jackson, Jones, Alvarez, and Strickler, but that isn't the most interesting thing. That is something I was looking for on her list: Fairfax, VA. She has a Kristina Jackson, 29, on her list, who is also spooky. Her relatives list has the dreaded i, which I take as a clue, and she has lived in 17 places before age 30, including DC, Alexandria and Arlington, VA, Colorado Springs, San Antonio, and Corona, CA. So this is just what I expected coming in.

Prosecutor Thomas Binger of the Bingers of Sioux Falls is related to Hirsch, Sell, Gustafson, Buckner, Covert, Chaplin, Huether, Gordon, Kolda, Weisbeck, Cass, Bonin, Eberle, Stroud, Visser, Schick, Wood, Price, Wagan, Rogers, Burton, and Brady. His aunt or cousin Michelle Binger has lived at Holloman AFB in New Mexico. Also see Air Force Maj. Gen. William Binger, who now works at the Pentagon. He specializes in irregular warfare, counter proliferation, homeland security, and cyber operations. Wow. Which of those categories does the fake trial fit into? Or I should say, which doesn't it fit into? As with the January 6 fake, this is what the Pentagon now does. It is running these psychological operations against its own people, for fun and profit.

I also remind you of James Binger, head of Honeywell for decades. He came from nearby St. Paul, and was also a big theater owner. The Bingers are of course Jewish, like all the rest of these people, and James' mother was a Debar. He married a McKnight daughter of a Gage. We just saw a McKnight in Judge Schroeder's relatives list. Honeywell is a big defense contractor, as you know.

So let's return to Judge Schroeder. We saw the name Wasilevich. That is a biggie, since they come from Russian Princes. Ivan the Great was a Vasilyevich, for instance, as were other Tsars. The composer Rachmaninoff was a Vasilyevich. In the early 1800s, these Russian Princes married with the Crichtons of Scotland, linking those two prominent families. In some cases the name simply means "son of Vasily", but in top families it was more than that. It was like a Roman gens, as we saw with Caesar's name Julius. That middle name indicated Caesar was a Julian. The Vasilyevichs came over from Minsk to northern Illinois before the First World War.

But the way Judge Schroeder is related to Rittenhouse is through the Larsens and Bauers. The Rittenhouses have been related to the Bauers/Bowers/Beyers for centuries. Judge Schroeder's daughter Mary married a Dabbs and he is related to a Bauer. For the Larsen link, see Kyle's (great?)-grandfather Everett who died at age 100 in Zion. His wife was Florence Larsen. I know that is Kyle's grandfather because the name Ashby comes up there and also in Kyle's father's list. Judge Schroeder's son Terrence married Michelle Larsen. So Kyle's grandmother and Judge Schroeder's daughter-in-law have
the same last name, and it is a name that is not normally spelled that way. It is usually spelled Larson, of course. Coincidence?

As you see, we may also be able to link prosecutor Binger to these families through the name McKnight. I found no hard link between James Binger of Honeywell and prosecutor Thomas Binger, but you probably can with a bit more digging. Thomas could be a grandson, since one of James’ sons was named Eugene Thomas, d. 2006. He was head of the Pittsburgh Pacific Company, the Coons Pacific Company, the Wilson Marine Transit Company, and Bemis Corporation. So, Phoenician Navy. I found Eugene Thomas Binger's obituary at the Star Tribune, and it confirms he had a son named Thomas C. Binger, of Stillwater, with a wife named Sharon in 2006. Our man is indeed Thomas C. Binger, according to Instantcheckmate, so the middle initial matches! Problem is, the Thomas C. Binger of Stillwater is 66, so the link can't be as close as grandson. Online sources are saying prosecutor Binger lives in Pennsylvania, which doesn't match the rest of his bio. How can he be working for the DA's office in Wisconsin if he lives in PA?

Something else no one has commented on: Binger is very old to be an assistant DA. He is listed as 51 at Instantcheckmate (not 45), while assistant DA is normally filled by much younger people. You would expect someone about 30. Lawyers do not consider assistant DA to be a prestigious job. His bio makes no sense, since we are told he worked with a private firm for nine years before joining the DA's office in 2014, at age 44. He has been at that job for seven years, but never got promoted to DA? So why was he picked to lead this important prosecution? Would you expect a nationally televised show trial to be led by an assistant DA? Did the Kenosha district attorney have something more important to do? We find an answer to all that here: he was in the military for at least seven years. Ah, so that confirms my whole reading, doesn't it? We may assume he is still military, just on assignment as an actor here. You will say he is a terrible actor, but all his fails were planned fails. You were supposed to think he was an idiot, which means he did a pretty good job. This explains why an assistant DA was leading this important prosecution: we saw the same thing in the fake O. J. Simpson trial, where Marcia Clark was a military actor planted in the DA's office. Gil Garcetti, the real DA at the time, didn't want to have anything to do with it, or couldn't find the time to fit the fake trial into his real schedule. Same thing here.

Also today, we saw Rittenhouse choose the final set of jurors himself, drawing numbers from a raffle drum. You have to laugh. I'm just surprised he didn't award circus prizes at the same time, passing out stuffed animals, colored balloons and cotton candy. They really think we are stupid.

We also got the news that the jury had pizza for lunch today, and I finally realized this jury is not sequestered and they admit that. I had just assumed it was. Given that they have been intimidated, photographed, threatened, and that there is wall-to-wall press coverage of this show trial, how could they not be? Just another dangling thread they wanted to draw seductively across your face.

Oh, and by the way, Politifudge I mean Politifact is still claiming Rittenhouse was carrying his gun illegally, despite the fact that the judge just dismissed the charges. So apparently those guys make up their own laws and own legal findings. They can do that because of course they are funded by the usual set of fascists, including Gyorgy Schwartz I mean George Soros. Politifudge, like Facebook, Twitter, Google, and Youtube, has set up its own Star Chamber which simply ignores the legal and legislative systems and issues diktaks. This as part of an “Open Society”. It is so in-your-face Orwellian it passes belief.
I just hope I look that good when I am 180.

In fact, it is perfectly illegal and unConstitutional for any of these private bodies to be doing what they are doing. Politifudge is privately funded by billionaires, and is not a legal or legislative body of any sort. So it is not clear why anyone listens to their pronouncements. But whether or not anyone really does, the point is those pronouncements end up being enforced by non-governmental bodies, which is highly illegal. It effectively creates another shadow government, and this one is hardly in the shadows. It is now right out in the open. It is extravagantly unConstitutional, since legislative and judicial authority are reserved for those two branches of government and may not be arrogated by any private bodies. And so Congress and the courts should be rushing in to stop this. The fact that they aren't means they are also owned by the billionaires.

But back to Rittenhouse. The Washington Post, written from Langley of course, and fronted by a bunch of posh Jewish twits in pretend newspaper offices, led its coverage today with this: “No one disputes that Kyle Rittenhouse, now age 18, shot three men and killed two of them. . . .” You see what author John Pfaff did there, right? He set the baseline, which is that, no matter what else you may argue about, the event is real. Which I have shown you it is not. To be accurate, his statement should have been, “No one but Miles Mathis disputes . . . . And please don't read his analysis, since if you do you will also dispute it.”

Tucker asked what seemed to be a very penetrating question tonight, but of course gave the wrong answer. He asked why the governor, mayor of Kenosha, and police allowed the city to burn back in 2020. He answered that it was to send the message that the mob was in control and not to resist. While the correct answer is that those parts of Kenosha that were supposedly torched or destroyed were already derelict. So the owners were paid off by the CIA to allow its actors to destroy it. That is why you so often saw Target involved in the riots across the country: they were in on it. They were getting rid of stores that needed to be rebuilt or something. But again, why? Why would the CIA or the government wish to fake or control riots and large amounts of property damage? Operation Chaos. They were fomenting unrest on purpose, to create race wars, gender wars, and any other division they could, to take pressure off themselves and their overseers. The billionaires were doing their usual rape and pillage of the country and world, billing the treasury for millions of vaccines we didn't want or need, and lying about it. They were also imploding all local economies so that they could be taken over by the big investment groups like Blackrock, Vanguard, Fidelity, etc. They were imploding and taking over the housing market. They were “loaning” us trillions of more dollars we hadn't asked for, to get the Fed's balance sheet from 1 trillion to 10 trillion as fast as possible, all of it to be paid back with interest by. . . you and me. While you were going broke and being killed by vaccines, they were
getter richer at a rate never before imagined in the history of greed. So they needed your eyes off that. Enter the riots. Enter Black Lives Matter. Enter Trump drops. Enter Biden's extravaganza of idiocy. Enter Antifa, the Proud Boys, and a hundred other CIA and FBI constructions, and enter Kyle Rittenhouse.]

[Added November 17, 2021: Today we learned a couple of things: the Judge is playing Jeopardy with jurors during deliberations. This is more clownworld stuff because the Judge should not be interacting face-to-face with the jury during deliberations, especially in a social setting. The jury should be deliberating with itself, not playing games with the Judge and courtroom staff. It is just a further test of your gullibility. I also found out from a dropped comment that we are supposed to believe this Judge allowed cameras in on his own authority. As I showed you in my paper on the Simpson trial, that isn't how it works. The legislature has to vote on it as well as a judicial body. Individual judges don't have personal authority to do it in any state. As I keep telling you, only CIA trials are televised, and they are televised because it aids propaganda delivery.

Also, the Judge should also not be talking with the media, or even AT the media during jury deliberations. If he wants to squabble with the media, there is plenty of time for that after the verdict. He should have enough to do in ruling on the request for mistrial, which he still hasn't done. But how do you order a mistrial of a fake trial? The Judge scolding the media here is just more part of the theater.

And in other news, I just saw some Convid governor warning unvaccinated proles they would be giving up access to medical treatment if they persisted in refusing the jab. Another empty threat, since we have seen what their “medical treatment” consists of: pushing useless and dangerous drugs to enrich Pharma billionaires. They can take their medical system and shove it as far as I am concerned. I had already been avoiding doctors and hospitals like the plague, but this just ups the ante. I have been to a doctor exactly once in the past decade, and I regret it. I went on the insistence on my Mom, who wanted to have basic tests done to see why I was feeling weak. I told her it was Solar Minimum but she didn't believe me. I paid $600 for tests that were either negative or inconclusive, gaining me nothing for my money. Just another general fleecing. So I think I can live without their medical industry of murder and fraud. This governor also warned the unvaccinated they would be cursed to living lives of misery and loneliness if they insisted on refusing the shot. But I have news for this Pfizer hack: that threat also doesn't mean anything, since—due to decades of Operation Chaos projects like Men are Pigs—his citizens are already miserable and lonely. And if they weren't already miserable and lonely before 2020, the lockdowns of the past two years have ensured they now are—including the vaccinated. He and his cabal had promised the vaxxed they would be granted happiness and freedom, but that hasn't really worked out for them, has it? Both their promises and their threats mean nothing, so you should tell them to take a leap. And if they continue to stand in our way, we should try them, convict them, and strip them of all assets, banning them for life from an active part in society, beyond washing dishes or scrubbing toilets.]

[November 19, 2021: And now for a wrap-up on the Rittenhouse theater project: as I have been telling you for 15 months, the left is chewing off its own limbs on purpose, and this comic opera was just the latest example of that.

Like everything else now in the news, the Biden win was staged, and it wasn't staged for the reason most people think. It wasn't staged give the Dems more power. It was staged to torpedo the left in the most cinematic fashion possible. Since the fall of Reagan in 1988 33 years ago, the Democratic Party has been getting ever stronger. The Republicans had to steal the elections of 2000 and 2004 in very
obvious fashion, which also did not help them in the long run. Then came Obama and his huge popularity left and middle. In older papers I showed you that although the fake numbers indicated close races, the real numbers were showing the Republicans pulling in about 15% of the national vote. Why is that a problem for the rulers? Because it is disastrous for the illusion of democracy and choice we have been sold. They have relied on a two-party system for centuries to maintain this illusion of choice and to fix your loyalty to one party or the other. So if one party dies, that fiction is ended. No reason to vote, and therefore no reason to feel fake-empowered as a voter. It was therefore necessary for the left to take one for the team. All the least charismatic and least presentable people were rounded up on purpose, moved to the front, and told to say the most outrageous things they could think of. They were created just for you to hate on, and to move you right.

Suddenly, and for no other possible reason that the one I am explaining to you, in the past two years the right began saying all the right things. The right became the protector of the middleclass and the voice of reason. After years of being an upperclass twit, Tucker Carlson was dolled up and given all the right talking points. The right became the protectors of free speech while the left became petty tyrants, calling for naked censorship. Do you really think that was an accident? Do you really think it was a natural outcome? No, because it was such an obvious reversal of previous tendencies going back many decades. It was almost like the script was flipped, with left becoming right and vice versa. All previous definitions, tendencies, and roles were reversed.

We see exactly the same thing in the aftermath of the Rittenhouse verdict. Although the whole thing was a fake, we see the right being given all the good lines in the script, an the left having to play the villain. A chorus of grotesque creatures appeared on Twitter and other venues, saying the most ridiculous things imaginable, again on purpose, as a planned fail. Like the prosecutors, they are repeating things that don't jive with what we just saw on TV. They are doing everything but telling you the Sun rises in the west and that objects fall up. This is guaranteed to do one of two things, both of which have been on the roster for a long time: 1) cause further division and chaos, 2) cause a mass exodus from the left and mass immigration to the right.

But I remind you not to fall for it. Do not be led in any direction. Do not be led right into the waiting arms of the Republican Party. Drive around both parties as papemache fronts and keep your eyes on the prize—that being the billionaires jerking your chain here, looting you, tyrannizing you, and killing your family, friends, and neighbors with their dangerous vaccines. The revolution is in progress and it must be accelerated. They will keep trying to defuse it with their manufactured events, but do not let them. Turn the spectacle off and concentrate.

Here is more indication of that: we are told that the judge told jurors they had been filmed when coming into the court. The weird part there is not the filming, though that would be jury intimidation. What is weird is that the judge is telling the jury that. That is the way it was reported, and Tucker repeats that phrasing. The judge told the jurors. What? You would expect defense to be telling the judge that and asking for a mistrial. You would not expect the judge to be telling the jurors that, since that could be read as jury intimidation by the judge. So everything in this trial is upside down, telling us it is being written by the usual dimwits at Langley who haven't even been to law school. Or maybe they load these fake trials down with absurdities on purpose, just to test you. Either way, Tucker Carlson wasted fully half of his show tonight on this fake event, not getting to the real event until minute 13:20: the federal court striking down Biden's vaccine mandate.

Speaking of, Tucker Carlson and the rest of the alternative press are still trying to sell you the January 6 event as real, though with a different spin. Tucker came out with a 3-part series called Patriot Purge
last week, but it is tepid coffee and spin compared to my paper on the event. Part 3 sells the Babbitt murder as real, while part 2 is fear porn aimed at me and my readers. It was composed to scare us into thinking the Feds were going to come busting into our homes in the early morning with guns drawn if we didn't stop telling the truth online. Then yesterday Tucker interviewed Marjorie Taylor Green, who supposedly visited the inmates in the DC gulag. Since we know they aren't there, we know she is lying. It is easy to tell she is lying, since she is reading from a script. Watch her closely and you can see she is following an earpiece or something. She puts words together in weird ways, as you do when reading but not when speaking from your own mind. She is a terrible actress, which is not surprising since she comes off as sub-intelligent. Not picking on her, since they all do, and at least she is kind of on the right side here. Don't really understand why they have to spin us with two false tales here. If Carlson and Greene wish to blow the event, why not do it like I did, with the truth? I guess because, as agents, they aren't allowed to blow the cover of other agents like Babbitt. Agents are allowed to fight, but not to blow one another's cover. We can use the same analysis to explain the circuit court judge ruling conditions in the jail were unConstitutional or something. That was also faked for the same reason: to make the event look real.

What about the AstroWorld event? Also fake. My first response was that anyone who would go to such a concert or allow their kids to go there gets what he deserves, but that isn't what happened. I have seen the films, and it looks like a few people near the stage were actors told to flop, and they were then carried out very dramatically. Since it was staged and Travis Dipshit knew that, that explains why he didn't respond or stop the show. When the ambulances arrived—also part of the play—some real crushing in the crowd may have resulted, since they tried to drive right in, against all crowd protocol. You don't drive ambulances into huge crowds precisely for that reason. So some people may have been injured in the response, but probably far fewer than were reported. Note that there were allegedly 8 dead. The usual fake event numerology. Which tells us there were zero dead. It happened on Guy Fawkes day, ditto. There was a pre-existing event plan, where employees at Astroworld were instructed to call any dead people Smurfs. No really. Another obvious sign of the fake. Some attendees on the ground obviously thought the event was real, not surprisingly, and their interviews are potent, since they are real. But that doesn't mean the event was real.

We are supposed to believe young teens were at this concert, which begs the question: WHY? Seeing that the concert contained Satanic, violent, and sexual content, it should have had an age limit, just like a movie. It should have been rated R like The Exorcist, and no one under 18 admitted. Another sign of the fake. And yet another is the fact that a victims' list was in the news blindingly fast, complete with full bios. Meaning it was pre-written, as we have seen many times. Fake victim Franco Patino just happens to be the son of Julio Patino, a tech bigwig currently a senior manager at CVS. They admit Julio was in London on business when he got the news. On his LinkedIn page we find that he comes out of the Deming Institute, a major spook front. Deming was Phoenician Navy, related to everyone famous. So maybe Franco is going into the CIA. Good luck Frankie! Hope your next assignment has a bit more meat and is a bit more believable.

What about the Alec Baldwin shooting event? It also looks fake to me. Your first clue is that the story makes no sense. Your second clue is the person allegedly killed, Halyna Hutchins, has a strange bio. She is Ukrainian and was born on a military base in the Arctic. Her husband is Matthew Hutchins, attorney at Latham and Watkins, the second largest law firm in the world. It is involved in climate change litigation as well having been involved in the Enron prosecution. It defended Lori Loughlin in the 2019 college admissions scandal. Such a firm is of course involved in much skullduggery, so our first assumption would be that something like that is going on here. It always is. More digging on that finds that Jeffrey Epstein's attorney Kathryn Ruemmler is also a LathamWatkins attorney, which
reminds us that Baldwin was shooting just a few miles from Epstein's ranch in New Mexico.

Also worth knowing is that Bill Voge was the Chairman of LathamWatkins when he fell to #Metoo for a Sexting scandal in 2018. Like this current story, that one made no sense. He talked dirty over the phone to some woman. So what? They admit he never even met up with her, so it is a non-story. And yet he resigned over it? Why? My guess is he was going to retire anyway and Intel paid him to be part of its Operation Men-are-Pigs project. He figured why not get an acting credit on the way out. Just showing that LathamWatkins is involved in some very strange things.

Another sign of the fake is that the assistant director on the set who allegedly gave the gun to Baldwin worked on the sequel to *The Crow*, where Brandon Lee allegedly died in the same way. That cannot be a coincidence. Then we have this:

Look familiar? It is like the picture of Gabby Petito that I posted, of her with similar wings. That is Hutchins' son, and do you see what he has on his t-shirt? The pyramid from Pink Floyd. Because five year olds are always big Pink Floyd fans, right? The whole thing is the usual signal.
We also find that on Hutchins' facebook page. That is Isis and Set.

Some outlets online are using these connections to imply Hutchins was snuffed by Satanists or something, but that isn't my reading. My reading is that her death was faked either so that she could move on to the CIA, or so they could cash in on some insurance policy, or both. That is the normal explanation of these things. Isis and Set aren't pointing at Satanism, they are pointing at the Phoenicians. Hutchins is just signaling her cousins there.

Beyond that, why are they staging all these things now? Same reason they always are: to keep your eyes off other stuff. They are trying desperately to draw your attention off the current revolution, which is IN PROGRESS. Millions of people are striking as we speak. Millions of people are being murdered by vaccines. Millions of people waking up. Millions of people are saying no. But the mainstream has been instructed not to report any of that. So they need something else to put in the headlines. This is what they chose. Ignore it and stay focused.